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Dedication
This book is dedicated to my smart, kind, and beautiful daughters,
Alexandra Elizabeth and Nataliya Ekaterina. Without you, I would not
be a mama. The two of you made me who I am today. I love you to
the moon and back.
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Introduction

With over fifteen-years of experience to use as research, this book
still took me more than three-years to write. It is deeply personal. My
mission is for all women to enjoy every moment of their pregnancy
while excitedly anticipating the arrival of their precious baby.
Unfortunately, there will be some level of discomfort, sometimes
even pain and usually physical challenges as the baby grows inside
of you. It’s my intention to have you power through those experiences
when they occur like a boss. I never want you to hear, “This is normal
and nothing can be done,” because it’s not true. Please don’t accept
that from anyone. Something can always be done and with a little
help, I promise you’ve got this!
Anything of great value is never achieved or acquired easily, and
babies are no exception. My passion in life is to guide you through
your pregnancy, giving you as much control over your own body as
possible. I want to get you from your positive pregnancy test to that
magical moment when the precious gift of life is placed on your chest
and I want to get you there as safely as possible.
Knowledge and preparation are the keys needed when it comes
to gaining confidence and control. I want to provide you with those
keys and to be your guide. I want to leave you feeling like you have
the control to affect confidently what’s happening to your body and
for you to be able to say, “I’ve got this.”
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Frankly many pregnant women are scared and need the opportunity and the space to vent without feeling judged. It isn’t always
easy and I want you to know I hear you. If I can make your journey to
motherhood easier and less stressful, my work is done.
YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
You have the privilege and the power it takes to grow an actual
human being. It truly is a miracle. I’m grateful for the opportunity to
share in that process with mothers-to-be. It is such a joy and never
gets old. It never ceases to choke me up.
Over the next few months, you will experience some of the
deepest and most spiritual times of your life. The process of pregnancy is something some women will never have the opportunity to
experience.





Is something your partner cannot and will not ever fully
understand
Is an experience that is purely yours to experience
Is often unexplainable
Is always amazing.

The pregnancy process is unpredictable and will always unfold
on its own time and in its own way. I want your entire pregnancy to
be exciting and beautiful. We all deserve that.
Each woman also deserves to have that someone special have her
back. If you don’t have that someone special in your life, I want you
to know you will always have me.
XOXO,
Dr. Brandie Nemchenko
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Legal Stuff (It’s Important So Please Read!)

This book was born out of my sincere desire to educate and empower women so they understand conditions that can occur during
pregnancy. These conditions may be considered common, yet for you
there’s nothing normal about them.
First I want you to know whenever you are in doubt and especially if you are in pain, call your healthcare provider. Never, ever
think twice about calling him or her if you have a question. They and
their staff are there for you 24/7.
Second, the intention of this book is not to diagnose or treat any
medical condition. The intention I have with this book is to provide
helpful information. For the diagnosis or treatment of any medical
problem, consult your own provider.
The publisher and author are not responsible for any specific
health or allergy needs that may require medical supervision; therefore are not liable for any damages or negative consequences from
any treatment, action, application, or preparation, to any person or
persons reading or following the information in this book.
References are provided for informational purposes only and do
not constitute endorsement of any websites or other sources. Readers
should be aware that the websites listed in this book are subject to
change.
This book was designed to provide information and motivation to
iii

its readers. It was written with the understanding that the publisher is
not engaged to render any type of medical, psychological, legal, or
any other type of professional advice.
The content in this book is the sole expression and opinion of its
author, and not necessarily that of the publisher.
Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable for any physical, psychological, emotional, or financial damages, including but
not limited to, special, incidental, consequential or other damages.
As always, you are responsible for your own choices, actions,
and the results. My intention is to share with you my knowledge and
experience with the hopes of empowering you. If you have any questions or concerns, please call your healthcare provider.
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Foreword by Carol Sudtelgte, MS, CNM

As a nurse midwife for twenty-five years, I have referred many
pregnant women for chiropractic care. When I began practicing in
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, I was told about Dr. Brandie Nemchenko
and her specialty in the care of pregnant women. Of course, I had
to check it out for myself. I’ve been to chiropractors who have “the
touch” and those who don’t. Believe me, she does! I quickly learned
that her reputation was based not only on real talent, but also on her
tremendous dedication to caring for pregnant women. This commitment to women is what has led her to write this wonderful guide to
many of the things we don’t expect when expecting.
Whether a woman has sciatic pain, groin pain or symphyseal
pain due to the separation of the pubic symphyseal bones, which
can occur because of a rapid birth, forceps delivery, a breech
baby, or a posterior baby, Dr. Brandie knows what to do. I’ve
referred women with histories of long, painful back labors to her
also.
She not only helps optimize their pelvic structure, which encourages this next baby into the best position for labor, she also
provides a knowing and sympathetic ear. We are so fortunate to
have her as a resource and you are so fortunate to have her wisdom
set down in this book.
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About Midwives
Midwives, like chiropractors, are trained to believe that the human body really works well. We take joy in walking with a woman
(the word midwife means “with woman”) through her life’s journey.
We see ourselves as partners in her care, whether for routine gynecologic, pregnancy or menopausal care.
We do understand, however, that when the body is stressed it can
complain mightily. A midwife listens to what a woman says about
her body and helps her problem solve, first looking at what she can
do herself (through relaxation, exercise, diet, or lifestyle changes, for
example). We move up the ladder of interventions as appropriate.
This may include lab tests or medications. It may include referral to a
physician or referral to other healthcare providers (chiropractic, acupuncture, nutritionist, etc.). The bottom line is we believe in women
and we believe women.
I’ve heard, over the years, “Oh, I’d like to see a midwife…but not
for my first baby, maybe for my second when I’m not so nervous.” A
woman should feel comfortable with her provider. However, I must
tell you, if there is any time a woman needs a midwife most it is
with her first child! One of a midwife’s greatest skills is education.
We humans fear the unknown. And what can be more unknown to
a woman than what is happening to her during her first pregnancy?
Not just what is happening to her body, but what choices she has to
make along the way. By educating a woman step-by-step throughout
her pregnancy a midwife will help strip away the power that the unknown has and help her feel more confident in her own ability to do
what her body was designed to do: grow a baby!
Empowering a woman can come with education. It can also come
from being heard and believed. If things are happening in your life to
create an undue amount of anxiety or depression a midwife will believe you. She will listen, help you problem solve, and help connect
you to resources so that you can find your way through. And when
you are there, a midwife will remind you, “Look at what you can do!
You are a strong and amazing woman!” And you are.
vi

CHAPTER

1

How You Thought It Would Be

November 11, 1997: “The good thing in my life is that I am 4
months pregnant with the baby I dreamed about my whole life, a
bouncing bundle with dark curls and bright blue eyes. I’ve been
feeling sick and vomiting, and sleeping for 3 1/2 months. I have
been hesitant to write in such a journal because it would make
me face the problems my life holds. Maybe it will help.”
– My diary.
So, you’re pregnant. Isn’t it every single bit as glorious as you always thought it would be?
Chances are if you are reading this book, it may not be going
exactly as you expected.
If you are like me, you always dreamed about getting pregnant.
You envisioned yourself wandering through a field of Baby’s Breath
while wearing a crisp- white, eyelet dress holding your pristine, nonstretch marked belly. Your hair is shining in the sunlight, your cheeks
are pink and glowing, and you are sporting a constant radiant smile.
If you work, you’ve probably imagined a happy baby shower given by your amazing coworkers and then calmly leaving your work
place on your due date and poof right on cue your beautiful, healthy
baby would show up that night.
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What you never expected was to be hobbling to the bathroom,
asking your partner to help you because you have lightning sharp
pains shooting down your leg. You can’t even put your own pants
on. Your wrists are tingling and you can’t hold on to anything. You’ve
been dropping everything for days and it continues to get worse.
Scary, isn’t it?
This is not what you signed up for. You never heard anyone talk
about this stuff and the chance of a difficult pregnancy never entered
your mind.
Most people put a lot of planning into their first child. Those plans
usually include making a baby on the first few tries, how to save
money to support your child, if you will move into a bigger more
permanent home and if you will work throughout your pregnancy
and beyond.
In business, they tell us to do a SWOT analysis. SWOT stands
for “Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Trouble.” We need to
start suggesting this to our friends who are planning families.
Many of us never think of or prepare for symptoms or even injuries that may cause us discomfort and often-actual pain. These ailments are often not severe enough to keep us from going to work
every single day. Because we are women, we suffer through.
What if your pain becomes so severe you can’t work until the end
of your pregnancy and you really need your paycheck? What if you
already have children to care for? What if you are having trouble taking care of you?
Here’s the absolute best part. You actually admit you are having
trouble and you disclose to your obstetrician, “I’m having trouble
dealing at work,” or even worse, “It feels like a horse is constantly
kicking me down in my Lady town and I can’t put my own pants on.”
To this, you are met with, “Oh that’s normal. There’s nothing you can
do about that now! Don’t worry; pain is one-hundred-percent normal
during pregnancy.”
Talk about kicking you when you are down.
If only I had a dollar for every time one of my patients were told
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this by their obstetrician. These doctors aren’t lying to them; they just
don’t know there’s another option for their patients.
Who has your back when your body has become a shit show?
That’s where I come in.
For fifteen- years, I’ve been caring for women’s structural problems, meaning the aches and pains pregnancy can sometimes wreak
havoc on your body. Eighty-five-percent of my practice is related to
pregnancy. My patients range from the woman who wants to be optimally aligned for the birthing process to the pajama clad pregnant
woman, with a red puffy face. She is inconsolable and pacing, driven
to my office and escorted by her visibly distraught partner who is
about to snap because he doesn’t know what to do. If he has one more
sleepless night filled with his wife’s cries, he will assuredly lose his
mind because who has incapacitating pain at five months pregnant.
Compounding the issue, many OB-GYNs are woefully unprepared to offer any solutions (though not from a lack of caring), assuring you that, “This is normal! There’s nothing that can be done when
you are pregnant. They tell you to take off work. You are going to
be out anyway.” (And you didn’t need those last paychecks anyway,
right?)
Useful information regarding where to go or what to do, or even
that something can be done is sorely lacking.
This is NOT normal!
My mission in life is to give you the tools you need to survive this
and to thrive with as little discomfort and pain as possible.
Just like Sandra Bullock’s friend from the movie Miss Congeniality,
this is your time! This is your moment! A time meant to be enjoyed
and savored as a woman’s rite of passage. You got down to your ideal
weight. You took those nasty prenatal vitamins. You purged your cupboards and started eating organic foods. You read the books and the
magazine articles. You created a plan.
For some of us it’s simple and fun. Some women achieve pregnancy “the old-fashioned way” and are pleasantly surprised by a late
or missed period.
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Some of us calculate, and monitor and have our ovulation down
to a science.
Some of us withstood shots that we gave ourselves or enlisted our
partners to do and other procedures that cost more than their homes.
And you did it! You got pregnant.
In that first moment, your world was like a magical dream.
Everything was perfect and then all hell broke loose.
When I speak to groups of doctors and women, I relate it to being
dropped into a cockpit and told to fly a plane into the air without any
instructions or even a copilot. You can’t step out of it, think clearly, and
make rational decisions about how to handle it. Girl, you are in it.
While I’d love to help you navigate the nausea and your boobs
feeling like they were beat by bats, I never found much to help curb
the all-day “morning sickness” I had with my first pregnancy. I will
cover dietary guidelines and helpful hints, but the meat of this book
will deal with the hellish skeletal issues, you are suffering with, why it
happens, and how you can manage it or better yet, fix it. I’ll tell you
when I think you should call in the troops and head in for a professional that can help you. While I highly recommend that, you speak
to your obstetrician or midwife about what you read in these pages, I
hope what I write lets you know you aren’t alone, and YES, there are
things you CAN do.
I’m going to cover all the stuff you expect. Stuff like lower back
pain. Everyone can envision a swollen bellied mama gripping her
lower back and wincing in pain and sure, I see that a lot, but it can
get fancy – shooting pain down the back of your leg like lightning or
better yet, into your groin, which is affectionately called, “Lightning
Crotch.”
Sounds like a dream, right. Exactly what you expected?
Oh hell no.
However, as the title alludes to, I want to talk about the fun times
you don’t expect and I plan to keep it abundantly real for you. You
deserve that because hiding it and not talking about it, leaves you
helpless.
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Even while researching for this book, I didn’t find any “real” and
credible information put in a straightforward way to let you know
what you could be doing to make it worse or to reassure you your
groin isn’t actually going to break in half.
You are not helpless. You are not destined to live out your “confinement” (which is actually the fancy term of how your OBGYN refers to your state.) Your due date is referred to as an EDC or “Estimated
Date of Confinement.” How awesome!
There is so much you CAN do, and STOP doing. I’m a huge proponent of keeping you doing the things you love to do but if it is causing you excruciating pain, let’s find a replacement activity so that you
can finally actually ENJOY your pregnancy.
Pregnancy is supposed to be the most beautiful and special time
of your life. It’s the one time that you and only you truly share a complete connection with your child. Pain can mar and interrupt that
connection leaving you exhausted, exasperated, and sometimes regretting the decision you soundly made. It will be ok. I’m here to help
you get the pregnancy you want and deserve.
With every bit of planning you did prior to getting pregnant,
there’s nothing I see that messes you up mentally as much as being
unable to do basic ADLs (Activities of Daily Living). Take a strong
woman who is independent and self-sufficient and throw in some
hormones and the inability to do something as simple as putting on
her own pants; one who must depend on her partner for everything is
a huge curve ball that you don’t expect.
Imagine not being able to do something as simple as putting on a
pair of pants in month 5 or to be up all night with searing pain every
time you move.
The greater impact is the threat of not being able to work when
your income is critical to the financial survival of your family. It’s sad
to see a woman that needs to decide to put herself in a position of
agony, having to work, and on top of it worrying that what they are
doing is hurting their unborn child. What a quandary that is and a
position of utter weakness. So many women don’t want to blow their
5
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precious time off dealing with themselves but want to savor it for their
baby’s arrival, to the detriment of themselves telling themselves to
suck it up and get through it.
My goal with this book is to empower you to help yourself to stop
doing what might make your condition worse and to help you figure
out how to manage it or to find those resources available to you that
your OB/GYN may not know are safe and effective.
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Praise for Dr. Brandie

“Before seeing Dr. Brandie, I was 8 months pregnant and could barely
walk or even put my pants on due to severe sciatica. I felt so limited in
doing things with my two toddlers, and all I wanted to do was get on
the floor and play with them. Then I met Dr. Brandie. Her smile lit up the
room and I instantly felt like I had known her my whole life. She didn’t
let me leave the first visit until I felt at least half-better. She worked with
me and my husband to help get me feeling more comfortable, giving
him all the knowledge possible to help me at home. By the time, I was
ready to have my baby I could dress myself and play with my toddlers.
I also believe that with her help this was my first baby that wasn’t sunny
side up! She works miracles; she is the most genuine person I have ever
met! My life changed the second I met Dr. Brandie for the best.”
—Ali Sheehan

)

“I met Dr. Brandie and her team in 2012 while pregnant with my first
child. I was referred by a coworker who explained that Dr. Brandie
would be able to solve the problems I was having with my pain. At
around eighteen weeks, I was having periods of severe immobility
and intense pain. My quality of life was greatly impacted and I was
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terrified how another twenty-two weeks would go if it were that bad
at eighteen weeks. I went to see Dr. Brandie for my first appointment
and the three days following. She performed some gentle manipulation, relieved my low back of almost all my pain, and helped me to develop a plan for the remainder of my pregnancy. I felt safe with her, I
felt relieved that someone was able to help me in a very dark moment
in life. I continued to see her after that as I developed some aches and
pains associated with breastfeeding. I am sure she was put on this
planet to heal others. I will never be able to thank her and her team
enough for their kind hearts and the wonderful services they provide.”
—Natalie C.

)

“I had a really rough time when I was pregnant and I felt like I couldn’t get
my regular doctor to listen to me. My back was constantly seizing. It was
getting tighter and stiffer. Sleep was a memory. I couldn’t sit, stand, or lay
down comfortably. I had never been to a chiropractor before, but my coworker found Dr. Brandie and by that point, I was willing to try anything.
I’ll never forget walking into her office. Before she did anything, she sat
down, looked me in the eye, and REALLY listened to me. I burst into tears
just at the relief of finally being heard. She helped me figure out I had sciatica and a rib that had an awful habit of popping out. I began seeing her
three times a week until the end of my pregnancy. Because of her, I could
sit down, rest, sleep, and I really started to enjoy being pregnant. I don’t
know that I could have made it through pregnancy without her kind and
compassionate care. I spent the day before I gave birth getting a pedicure,
going out to lunch, and an hour and a half massage in her office feeling
the most relaxed I’ve ever felt. I genuinely believe my labor was made
much easier because of it. I’ve since recommended her to every pregnant
friend I have and will continue to do so as long as the practice exists.”
—Kristina C.
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